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BERMUDΔ 2018
"The Bermudas bee broken llands, fiue hundred of them, all lying in the figure of a Croissant" William Strachey, 1610
Friday 18th May
I don't know what kind of croissants were around in 1610, but many descriptions seem to opt
for a fish hook instead. Be that as it may, Bermuda has been in my consciousness since
meeting Alan's mother in 1967, when I was 15 and Alan was 17. The first thing I noticed about
her was that she spoke with an American twang and the second thing was that she spoke a lot
about her homeland, Bermuda. She spoke a lot about everything, to be honest, but she spoke
about Bermuda with such consistent warmth, depth and detail that I always used to feel sorry
for her for leaving there to settle in England when she was 27.
Alan was the only one of his birth family never to have visited Bermuda, so for many years it
remained the top contender on his bucket list and 2018 was the year! As we met our daughter
Rachel at Gatwick Airport, together with her husband Antoine and their daughter Léa for this
joint adventure, the feeling of 'right being' did a lot to override my usual fear of flying.
As we taxied out to the runway, I was still feeling positive - and even when an intermittent
problem with the satellite communication system meant we had to taxi all the way back to
take on more fuel (so we could fly at a lower altitude over the Atlantic Ocean) and then
obviously taxi all the way out to the runway again - I still didn't want to scream aloud. In fact,
since this shilly-shallying added an hour to the journey, making it eight hours in the plane
instead of seven, I was glad to eventually take-off and get on with it!
For a four-year-old, Léa was amazing. When my tolerance for being trapped in a long metal
tube at an unspeakable height above an immense mass of deep water began inevitably to
wane, she brought light and life back into my shadowy thoughts, just by being herself and
involving me in all kinds of Léa-type activities. I was really glad she was sitting behind us with
Rachel and Antoine - and thus minute by minute, we flew closer to Bermuda.
After an uncomfortable time ear-wise on landing, it felt wonderful to step outside into the early
evening Bermudian air and walk down the boarding steps onto Bermudian land. It was
noticeably warm and humid as we reached passport control and were allowed into the country.
It all felt slightly surreal, especially as our day had gained four hours. A taxi was waiting and
we were soon being driven from St George's to Hamilton, entranced at the scenery.
As Alan related his Bermudian ancestry to the taxi driver, I could hear Léa in the seat behind
exclaiming to Rachel and Antoine about the pretty coloured houses (all with their white ridged
roofs) and how she would like to live in a pink one. Within about five minutes, though, she was
asleep and remained so as we checked in at our accommodation and were shown to our
separate apartments. These were next to each other, although not adjoining as requested. The
bedroom was a little musty, but as we began to unpack, the views made up for any mustiness.

The view from the kitchen-diner-lounge
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Something that had become apparent as soon as we'd arrived at Rosemont Guest Suites was a
most unusual noise. It sounded to my still rather compromised ears to be something in
between a whole load of car alarms going off and a large group of angry cicadas. However, we
didn't have time to ponder on the source of the noise, as no sooner had we placed our
suitcases in the bedroom than a knock on the door announced the arrival of David and Susan,
who had come to welcome us.
Thanks to Susan's detective work five years previously, second cousins Alan and David had
met for the first time when Susan and David were in Plymouth visiting Susan's uncle. Their
meeting had always had a sense of destiny about it, as within the space of a few months in
2012/3, David and Alan had both been grieving for the loss of much-loved brothers. There
seemed to be an instant bond, which further meetings in England strengthened.
They'd kindly bought us some food supplies and after a short while chatting about various
subjects including the flight, the air-conditioning and the future, David announced he'd call for
us in the morning to take us to the grocery store. This was welcomed, but since Alan and I
were probably visibly wilting by then (at about 01:00 hours UK time), they thought it time to
go. As Susan stood at the open door to say goodbye, to the outside accompaniment of the car
alarms/angry cicadas, she asked:
"How do you think you'll get along with that?"
"What is it?" I asked in a dazed sort of way.
"Tree frogs," she replied, with a wry smile. "They're all over Bermuda."
Saturday 19th May - Day 2, 26°C
The tree frogs were at it all night long, but the good side about being deaf in one ear is that
sleeping with the bad side up, so to speak, cuts out a whole lot of noise. Unsurprisingly, I woke
at what would have been 07:00 at home, but was only 03:00 in Bermuda. Still, the bed was
comfortable and the dawn eventually arrived...
Coffee, croissants, yoghurts and muffins were supplied at 'the office' where we'd checked in
and by about 07:30, we were all having breakfast in our apartment. Léa was still very happy,
although she'd been concerned about the 'screaming' of the tree frogs. However, an
explanation that they were just calling out "Mama!" to their mothers, who were responding
with "Here I am!" seemed to put her mind at rest. The annoying thing was that the insistent
noise had completely abated by the full light of morning.
We were ready in plenty of time for David's arrival, but since there was a decent pool at
Rosemont and we presumed there wouldn't be enough space in David's car for all of us,
Antoine opted to stay at the pool with Léa. She was a little miffed at being left behind, but
needs must, so the rest of us left the apartment and stepped out into the very warm
Bermudian air to go on our shopping expedition. Right outside our door on the other side of a
wooden walkway that led from our first floor apartments to the ground floor, were beautiful
but poisonous pink oleander bushes against a backdrop of palm trees - no doubt where the
tree frogs were currently sleeping away the daylight hours!

The view from our bedroom window
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David first of all drove us down the road to Hamilton waterfront and also up and down a few
adjacent roads, so that we could get our bearings. He was full of interesting snippets of
information, including showing us where to buy booklets of tickets for ferry and bus journeys.
He then parked the car in Front Street and we crossed the road via a crossing to a grocery
store that was slightly small and cramped, but well-stocked. Just about everything was
noticeably more expensive, but we'd been prepared for that and basically bought all we
thought we would need, plus a few extras because we were on holiday after all...
An employee packed our goods into bags that Susan had thoughtfully supplied and stacked the
bags into the trolley, waiting while we paid before proceeding to wheel the trolley out of the
store and across the road to where the car was parked. Rachel and I were wondering what the
tipping protocol was for this service, but then saw David slip her a note (presumably money)
after the bags had been loaded into the boot - or possibly trunk, as everything from the
language to the culture itself was seeming decidedly American.
After a quick stop to show us a nearby market that looked most interesting with a massive
array of food on offer, including already cooked food, David drove us back to Rosemont. He
collected some coffee from the office and then stayed to chat for a while, discussing
arrangements for the boat trip that he and Susan would be taking us on the following day. Léa
and Antoine had enjoyed their time at the pool and all was well, as we decided how to amuse
ourselves for the afternoon.
It was to be the beach! The beach with pink sand! Léa had been looking forward to this for
some time and so after a laid-back lunch together on the shaded balcony, we walked down the
hill from Rosemont to Front Street and along to the ferry terminal, where our first booklet of
15 tickets was purchased. I think we got through five booklets in the end, even though Léa
was free because she was under five. We then had to walk up to the bus terminal in a fair bit
of heat, but thankfully didn't have long to wait for a number 7 bus to Horseshoe Bay.
The bus was quite comfortable, not too large, not too crowded and air-conditioned, so we
enjoyed another drive along Bermudian roads, past so many of their pastel-coloured houses
with their corrugated white limestone roofs, originally constructed that way to collect
rainwater. Lovely flowers graced the scenery, including red hibiscus flowers, as well as plentiful
pink oleander bushes and other flowers I couldn't identify.
After 25 minutes or so, we arrived at the pink beach! There was rather a walk down from the
bus stop to the beach itself, but it was a pleasant, scenic walk, partly down a stepped wooden
boardwalk. The sky was blue with fluffy white clouds and it was so hot in the sun that Antoine
hired a beach umbrella for some shade. Surprisingly, the fine sand didn't feel hot to my bare
feet, unlike some UK beaches I can recall. It didn't look exceptionally pink, but there were
definite pink grains in amongst the whiter ones.

Léa was delighted with the sand

The first thing Rachel and Antoine did was to have a swim. They took Léa to have a dip with
them, but she seemed more interested in playing with the sand, so Alan and I were happy to
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keep her amused with our sand-playing skills while they enjoyed their swim in the beautiful
turquoise water. Further out the sea turned into a deeper blue, while the water at the shoreline
turned the sand a little pinker, so the whole array of colours was really rather beautiful.

Beautiful Bermuda beach colours

When Rachel and Antoine returned, they said there was quite an undertow and when Alan and
I later went merely to paddle our feet, we experienced the same. Although Bermuda is in the
northern Atlantic Ocean, it's near the western edge of the Sargasso Sea, which frankly sounds
much more impressive - along with the fact that it has a subtropical climate.
The subtropical climate was still very hot at almost 17:00, so we decided to brush off the
(pinkish) sand and head for the bus stop. First of all, though, we stopped at the delightfully
named Rum Bum Beach Bar - but sadly only to buy an ice cream! The main bar had a palm
tree frond roof and there was music playing that sounded like a chilled mix of reggae and pop.
Although Bermuda is far north of the Caribbean Sea, it seems to have a Caribbean soul.
Meanwhile, it was time to plod our hot, weary way up to the bus stop and wait for what turned
out to be an overdue bus with a dozen or so young people, who weren't exactly rowdy, but
were full of life (just like we weren't). The drive back was fine, but a slight error occurred when
Alan thought we had to get out at a particular stop that David had recommended as the best
one. He was slightly premature, which meant a longer walk along Front Street and then up the
pavement-less road to Rosemont. I confess I was laboriously lagging on that last push up the
hill, but a cold drink and a washing of feet (mine) worked wonders.
For the sake of ease and general tiredness, we decided to have our pizza evening meal in our
separate apartments. Léa stopped by later with Rachel and Antoine to say goodnight, their
arrival when they opened the door accompanied by the sound of many car alarms and angry
cicadas - the tree frogs were at it again! They're also known as whistling frogs and are found
all over Bermuda, their call being the song of the males trying to attract the females. Same old
story. Apparently they're only about the size of a thumbnail and when you shine a light at
them, their eyes are red. Léa is now intent on seeing the frogs' red eyes...
Sunday 20th May - Day 3, 26°C
I slept quite well in spite of the nocturnal chorus - being exhausted helps! I woke early again
and wandered along to the kitchen-diner-lounge to read and watch as full daylight arrived. It
occurred to me that today would have been Douglas's 70 th birthday and it was good to feel
that he would have been so happy to know his brother and family were in Bermuda, his birthplace, on his special day. It also seemed very fitting that today was the day of the boat trip
with Alan's recently found cousin. In fact, it definitely felt like destiny.
Rachel, Antoine and Léa arrived to eat breakfast with us, collected from the office. Rachel
mentioned that the tree frogs were keeping her awake, so she'd decided to go in search of
some earplugs when we later caught the ferry to the Dockyard. We left the apartments just
before 10:00 and it was already feeling hot as we walked down to Front Street and the ferry
terminal, where the ferry was already in and taking passengers.
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We sat inside on the main deck, where it was cool with air-conditioning, in comfortable seating
next to the window with a table between us. It was a very pleasant ride of about 20 minutes,
with Léa exclaiming at the green (turquoise) water and all the boats she saw, intermingled
with an ongoing rendition of 'Five Little Ducks'. She seemed to be enjoying the ferry ride too!
When we arrived at the Dockyard, now a major cruise ship port and tourist hot-spot, David
was there to meet us. He was due at work a little later, to help with the docking of an
incoming cruise liner, but first of all he took us on a short walk to show us what could be found
where. He then disappeared to do his duty, whereupon we deliberated what to do.
After some desultory wandering, we ended up in the relative cool of Clocktower Mall, although
some of the shops weren't open. We'd been warned the whole area would in due course be
awash with thousands of tourists from the cruise liner, so we made a few quick purchases
before seeking refreshment, as it was approaching midday.
We found refreshment at The Dockyard Pastry Shop, where we sat outside underneath an
awning, close by the old victualling yard. It was strange to think that Alan's father had once
worked at Bermuda Dockyard, having carried out an apprenticeship as a boilermaker at
Devonport Dockyard in Plymouth. He would have known the area very well indeed.

The Dockyard's Old Victualling Yard

The British Royal Navy had originally purchased 200 acres on Ireland Island, the most northwesterly island of Bermuda, in order to establish a strategic mid-Atlantic location for its fleet.
Work had begun in 1809, involving a great deal of land reclamation, plus the labour of
thousands of British convicts who were housed in dreadful conditions on rotting hulks of former
naval ships. No human rights back then!
The growing Dockyard became a major factor in Bermuda's economy and remained an
important strategic base during the two World Wars, as a bustling port with floating docks,
where nearly 600 ships were repaired and put back into action. Sea patrols from Bermuda
acted as escorts to and from Canada and the UK, while German soldiers passed through the
Dockyard on their way to prisoner of war camps in Canada.
The Royal Navy left the main Dockyard in 1951, although the naval base was officially closed
in 1995. Alan's father Derek had left in 1950, after meeting and marrying Betty, Alan's
mother. She had given birth to Douglas in 1948 while still living in Bermuda and by the time
the three of them left Bermuda for good in 1950, she was expecting Alan.
Meanwhile, the five of us were enjoying a long, cold drink - a lime Perrier water for Alan and
me - and then various options of food. My tuna melt panini was very tasty and altogether it
was a most pleasant way to spend a lunchtime, sitting there until it was time to go and meet
David for our much anticipated boat trip. He had actually already sold the boat for his and
Susan's relocation to Cornwall in a couple of months' time, but had still been able to take us all
out in it. The kindness of Bermudians ☺
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He drove us to their house on Boaz Island, one of the six main islands of Bermuda and once
part of the Royal Naval base that included the Dockyard on Ireland Island (connected by a
bridge). All these islands! From 1939, Boaz Island was used as a Royal Naval Air Station for
the repair, servicing and replacement of flying boats and spotter floatplanes belonging to naval
vessels. Once again we benefitted from David's local knowledge as he drove us to their house,
close by a hangar that was once part of the Fleet Air Arm's Royal Naval Air Station.
Leading from this and down to the sea on the other side of a substantial concrete wall
bordering their house, was a slipway for the old seaplanes. Hurricane damage had
unfortunately ripped up a large section of its concrete, revealing the edge of the natural
shoreline and boulders underneath, clearly demonstrating the power of the planet's storms.
Léa was to spend every visit to this house fascinated by the "storm damage", sometimes
taking herself off to sit alone by the wall and gaze at the destruction.

Slipway visible leading off from the storm damage (left)

For now though, it was time to prepare for the expedition and everyone was directed to
change into swimsuits so we could later launch ourselves into the sea from the back of the
boat. I was pretty sure I wouldn't be launching myself into the sea from the back of the boat.
I'd felt risqué enough just buying myself a swimsuit, to be honest, not having owned one for a
great number of years!
Soon we were all transported to the boat club at Mangrove Bay (Alan in David's work van and
the rest of us in the car with Susan) - Mangrove Bay being a place Alan's mum had mentioned
frequently with much nostalgia in the past. Heaven knows what went on at Mangrove Bay all
those years ago, but it was a very pretty area and the name was quite evocative all by itself.
On arrival at the clubhouse, several men were sitting outside at the bar, drinking and talking.
David and Susan were obviously on great terms with them all and it was impossible not to be
noticed. David and Antoine went off to fetch the boat and the rest of us stood in the burning
sun, as introductions were made and hands were shaken (in greeting, not in anger). The whole
social and cultural scene of Bermuda strikes me as very Americanised, which isn't surprising at
all, since it's approximately 650 miles from North Carolina and 3,308 miles from London.
In fact, Bermudians are a mix of African and European descent. Although an overseas territory
of the UK, about three-fifths of Bermuda's population are of full or mixed African ancestry,
including immigrants from the West Indies and their descendents, Cape Verdeans and
descendants of slaves from other parts of the so-called New World or Africa (before Britain
outlawed the slave trade in 1807). About a third of the population comprises those of white
European ancestry - that is, of British and American descent, as well as Portuguese labourers
from the Azores and Madeira, who have immigrated to Bermuda from the mid-19th century.
Bermuda today seems quite happy with its own identity, shown perhaps in the somewhat
bizarre sight of formal male attire. This is a dark jacket with shirt and tie, dark shoes and knee
length socks, together with shades of Bermuda shorts veering from pastel pink to bright
orange. It's 'a look' all of its own, I'll give it that!
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Anyway, back to the boat trip and we all eventually made it on board, taking off our shoes and
preparing to be wowed by the views - which we were! The scenery was really very beautiful,
from the turquoise blue water leading out to a deeper blue; to the pretty pastel-coloured
Bermudian dwellings with their bright white ridged roofs; to the abundant greenery and palm
trees on the main land and smaller islets; to the many sandy bays and coves; and not to
forget the other boats, all adding to an ongoing scene of wonder. David and Susan were both
excellent at describing everything, historical and current. We had good tour guides ☺

A typical view as we sailed along the coast

Léa was quite at home on the boat, spending her time between the main deck where the
females mostly sat (except I was standing up taking photos a lot of the time) and up a short
ladder to where Antoine was with the guy steering the boat, namely David. Alan also seemed
to veer a lot between the two places, although he also spent a lot of time taking photos.
We'd seen a turtle not long after we'd left, but there was more excitement later when we
stopped to feed bread to some fish. To be honest, I'm not sure of the wisdom of feeding
human food to fish, but it certainly created quite a spectacle. Léa was fascinated and I
managed to take a photo that's one of my personal favourites from the whole holiday:

Alan and Rachel even more delighted than Léa!

We motored on, as Susan produced cold drinks and snacks. After a while, David stopped the
boat at the appropriate place for the swimming from the back of the boat experience. Léa, who
was wearing a child's lifejacket of her own, had kept asking when we'd be stopping for a swim.
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She likes to go swimming in a pool near home, but the fact that this was swimming in the sea
didn't faze her at all. David took the boat as far inshore as he could off Cambridge Beaches
and Antoine was the first to take the plunge - encouraged by David, who later said that no true
Bermudian would swim in the sea before Bermuda Day on 24th May!
Antoine looked as if he found the sea a little cold at first, but Léa was so desperate to get into
the water with Papa that she looked as if she would have clambered off the back of the boat by
herself if she could have! David produced a 'noodle' (a floating aid that's popular nowadays)
and she was helped into the water and into Papa's arms, grinning with delight. Then they were
off together, swimming closer in towards the beach. It was a sight I'll never forget ☺

Pure delight!

Alan was the next to go in and then Susan. Rachel followed at her own pace, but I'd already
decided it wasn't for me. There was some further excitement when a turtle was spotted close
to Antoine and Léa, so that for a short while it could be said they were swimming with the
turtle, before it dived quickly away. Shortly after that, Alan returned to the boat because he'd
forgotten to put sunscreen on his head (although he later confessed that the coldness of the
water had at first taken his breath away).
They all eventually came back to the boat for a hose-down and a dry-off in the sun, as we
motored our way back to the boat club, with the return journey just as lovely as the journey
out. On arrival at the clubhouse, Susan almost immediately ordered rum swizzles for us while
David saw to the boat. Rum swizzles are 'a thing' in Bermuda, being a rum-based cocktail
sometimes referred to as Bermuda's national drink. They were also 'a thing' during Douglas's
visit to Bermuda several years previously, if the tales he regaled us with of his visit to the
famous Swizzle Inn were anything to go by!
I must confess that sinking, I mean sipping, a rum swizzle was a good way to celebrate
Douglas's 70th birthday. The sun was beating down and the swizzle was ice-cold (for a few
minutes). The voluble Americanised drinking contingent at the bar before our trip seemed still
to be there, but they were really friendly. One old guy in particular was exceptionally so,
exhorting us to move out of the sun and finding chairs for us to sit on in the shade.
When he found out that Alan was the grandson of 'Pinkie' Barritt (the name Alan's
grandmother was widely known by because of her pink cheeks), he delightedly explained that
his mother had been the best friend of Freda, Pinkie's sister. He knew all about the Barritt
sisters (Ruby Barritt being David's grandmother) and recounted several stories of the old days.
It suddenly seemed like a small world!
I've since read on the family tree that the father of the Barritt sisters (Daniel Benjamin Barritt,
Alan's and David's great grandfather) worked in the Bermuda Dockyard from 1878 to 1932 as
a boilermaker, which interestingly was Alan's father's trade. On retirement, he then worked in
the Mangrove Bay Bar from 1933-48, but although the building still exists, it's no longer a bar.
Certainly the Barritt family presence at Mangrove Bay in Sandys Parish was well established.
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When David returned from seeing to the boat, he established his presence by ordering us
another rum swizzle, so we could hardly refuse! The heat seemed to increase and the general
chatter with it, but I sat and watched Léa amusing herself with the plentiful ice cubes that had
arrived with her orange juice, until it was time to return to David and Susan's house.
It was decidedly hot and humid as we sat around in the main room, taking advantage of the
air-conditioning, while everyone showered in turn - it would have been a little too forward all
showering together. At around 6-ish, we then all drove to one of David and Susan's favourite
eating places at the Dockyard, an Italian restaurant called Café Amici.
It was large and airy and not at all full, which was a relief. I felt in a different zone by then,
worn out (in a happy kind of way) by the day and all its happenings. I wondered how Léa could
still be so awake and alert, sitting at the table with all the grown-ups at what was quite a late
hour for her and behaving so well, as if it were an everyday occurrence. She was given some
pictures to colour and some ice cubes, so all was fine in her world.
I was my usual conservative self and ordered pineapple juice and Marguerite pizza, but the
others ordered more adventurous items. Alan and Antoine had a seafood pizza and manfully
finished it all, but most of us ended up with doggy bags - which nowadays conjures up a rather
distressing image, so I'll just say we took the remains of our food away with us.
When we emerged, the sky was becoming dark in the slightly cooling air. Léa exclaimed at the
sight of the moon and one "bright star", probably the space station, while opposite us the
cruise liner was twinkling with thousands of lights. After collecting our bags from David and
Susan's house, David very kindly drove us back to Hamilton, which is about halfway along
Bermuda's length at the curvy end. There were three adults in the back of the car with Léa and
none of us were wearing seat belts (just the front seat occupants). While this would be taboo
in the UK, Bermudian seat belt laws seem a bit iffy - but since the maximum speed limit is 35
kilometres/22 miles per hour, it seemed to be fairly safe.
It was a lovely drive, past all the scenery and Bermudian sights and sounds. Léa lasted for
about five minutes before being lulled to sleep to the background accompaniment of the tree
frog chorus, singing us home at the end of such a very special day ☺
Monday 21st May - Day 4, 27°C
I slept for about seven hours altogether last night, but was still awake for the day at 05:45,
before daylight. Alan was sleepier, but when Rachel, Antoine and Léa arrived for our shared
breakfast, it was another sunny day with fluffy white clouds. Rachel and Antoine wanted to go
for a run, so we looked after Léa while they did that (and enjoyed our drawing session!)
The plan for the day was for Rachel, Antoine and Léa to go to the pool, while Alan and I would
venture to the Botanical Gardens. We could tell it was going to be a bit of a scorcher as we
walked down to Front Street and up to the bus terminal, but our bus soon came and we
enjoyed looking out at the scenery - including pretty hibiscus hedges that are commonly seen.

Pretty hibiscus hedges (at the Botanical Gardens)
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After a 15-minute journey, we alighted at a stop near the delightfully named Point Finger Road
and followed some signs (plus a friendly woman who'd heard Alan asking the bus driver for
instructions). To our surprise, there was no entrance fee and no particular point of entrance as
we found ourselves wandering a little aimlessly, trying to locate where the main planting areas
were. We walked past some interesting canopy trees, the like of which I don't remember
seeing before, until we came to a collection of hibiscus bushes. These kept Alan occupied for a
while with his camera, although I found it necessary to stand in the shade of a nearby tree.
We continued our bewildered way around, trying to find our way to ... somewhere that felt as
if we'd arrived at a botanical garden. We did see some very pretty plants, as well as a large
orange butterfly and a smaller vivid yellow one, but generally the signposts we saw were
ambiguous. We never did locate the cacti house that was signposted.
We tried to find the café, where all we wanted was a cold drink, as we'd brought sandwiches
and crisps for lunch. This proved problematical, as the café appeared to be an art museum
instead. We walked away, thinking the café was somewhere else (despite the sign) until after
some more wandering and wondering, Alan asked a handy gardener we came across. He said
the café was where the art museum sign was, they just hadn't changed the sign yet...
Curiouser and curiouser - but we returned to the mixed-up café/art museum anyway and
enjoyed a lime Perrier water and a shared piece of banana and fig cake. We then wandered out
into a pleasant grass area with trees and flower borders. I say 'grass', but not as we know it. It
seemed to be in between couch grass that spreads itself by running lots of underground roots
and the succulent-type grass we've seen in Los Angeles and the Isles of Scilly. It is, in fact, a
type of weed originating from India and the African Savannah, known as 'Bermuda Grass'
because it was first introduced to the USA from Bermuda.
Be that as it may, we decided to take advantage of a nearby wooden bench underneath a tree
and ate our partially dried sandwiches looking out at the view, with some Bermudian white
roofs in the distance, just to remind us where we were. The sound of kiskadee birds added to
the general atmosphere of the subtropical vista, with its palm trees and background heat.
On our first morning in Bermuda, we'd noticed in the tree outside our window a distinctive bird
with a bright yellow belly, which David had later told us was a kiskadee bird. We'd been
hearing their easily recognisable three-syllable call (sounding a bit like kis-ka-dee) ever since.
They'd been introduced to Bermuda from Trinidad in 1957 to keep the anole lizard population
down and had presumably got along well, happy to make Bermuda their home.
More wandering and photo taking ensued after lunch, as we semi-hopefully followed some
signs. It felt as if the whole place had once been a lot more cared for than it was now, which
was a great pity because it could have been truly beautiful and quite a money spinner. In fact,
it had rather an abandoned feel to it, which was sad and I hope one day someone will be able
to give it the attention it deserves. Meanwhile, we wandered into the decently sized Japanese
Garden that turned out to be the best part of our entire visit!

View from outside the Japanese Garden
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We spent about half an hour there and didn't see a soul, as we took our time looking at the
planting, savouring the peace and sitting in the shade of the gazebo. A kiskadee bird joined us,
but didn't stay long and so we wandered out once again amongst the hibiscus hedges and
palm trees. The Japanese Garden was an uplifting end to our otherwise disappointing visit.

Part of the Japanese Garden

The walk to the bus stop was hot, past a fairly large hospital - I'd wondered why we'd been
hearing so many sirens while at the gardens! One separate building we passed said 'Staff
Wellness Centre', which seemed one up on the poor, beleaguered NHS, whose staff are
dropping like flies with overwork and stress. An American couple from a cruise ship joined us
at the bus stop and related how they'd failed to find the café at the Botanical Gardens and had
eaten in the hospital restaurant instead.
We thought we'd have a quick look at some Hamilton shops once we'd arrived back at the bus
terminal. We entered a shopping mall, but it was too Americanised - and I don't exactly know
how to describe what I mean by that, but it just didn't suit. We walked out of the mall and past
a park, where Alan spotted Rachel, Antoine and Léa! We said hello and walked with them for a
while, but they were going to catch a bus to a small beach, so we said au revoir again. On our
way apartment-ward, we spotted a likely looking souvenir shop and spent a few dollars, before
trudging our way up the hill and back to air-conditioning and a mug of tea.
Rachel and Léa called by about an hour and a half later to ask if we wanted to have tea at their
apartment. The small beach had been more like a small cove and they hadn't spent much time
there. It felt heart-warming the way Léa seemed so happy to have us in their apartment and a
very relaxed teatime followed. It was a funny one actually, as Rachel thought she'd bought
crab cakes, but they were actually crab-less cakes! There were also some Waitrose fishfingers
to supplement the crab-less cakes and French fries, followed by some luscious ice cream.
Léa kept us entertained with her funny ways for a while until her bedtime, whereupon we said
goodnight and returned to our apartment. The tree frog chorus was well under way and I
suddenly realised that I was actually beginning to like it! A quiet rest of the evening followed,
after a much needed quieter day.
Tuesday 22nd May - Day 5, 27°C
I went to sleep later and woke earlier, but not too bad considering - tree frogs and all. It was
more of an organised start this morning, as David was picking us up at 09:00, but we were up
and running in plenty of time (well, maybe not running as such). David appeared as arranged
and we all bundled into the car for a ride to St George's, the original capital of Bermuda.
He was like a tour guide again, firstly making a stop at a pretty village called Flatts, almost
exactly between Hamilton and St George's. It was one of the earliest settled areas in Bermuda
and was once a useful harbour. David parked the car so we could get out and watch the fastflowing tide through Flatts Bridge, before we crossed the road to the edge of the Aquarium,
where it happened to be feeding time for the seals. David had been expecting to see turtles
there (which I would have loved), but the seals were great to watch.
Kay Santillo, 2018.
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Fast flowing water at Flatts Village

Our next stop was at St David's Lighthouse, with an octagonal 22 metres/72 feet high tower of
local limestone that became operational in 1879. It was originally all white, but now sports a
wide red band acting as a daymark. Sadly, it wasn't open to the public and the red band had a
big patch of unsightly flaking paint, so I couldn't bring myself to take a photo (and yes, I know
how uptight that sounds). The views from there were well worth the stop, though, both out at
sea and locally - and Léa enjoyed chasing a butterfly, which was rather a lovely sight ☺
St George's was our next destination, a town on St George's Island that had been Bermuda's
first capital until 1815, until it had become outgrown by Hamilton. Officially titled the Town of
St George, it's known to locals simply as St George's - as verified by David and Susan, not
forgetting past conversations of Alan's mother and postcards from his grandmother!
In 1609, British colonists on their way to Virginia under the command of Admiral Sir George
Somers landed at nearby Discovery Bay when their ship sank after being destroyed by reefs.
Before that, Bermuda had been uninhabited except by stranded Spanish and Portuguese
mariners on expeditions to the New World. Admiral Sir George Somers (1554-1610) is
remembered as the founder of Bermuda, also known as the Somers Isles.
However, while a big deal is naturally made of Sir George, I was to see an enlightening
account of the origin of the name of Bermuda in the National Museum of Bermuda at the
Dockyard the following day. It had in fact been discovered in 1505 by Juan de Bermúdez, a
Spanish captain who spotted the uninhabited island on his way back from dropping off slaves
at the West Indies. He was an experienced sailor and a successful trader, but little else is
known because he was unable to write and there are very few records.
Furthermore at the National Museum, I noticed a plaque that pronounced the following: "The
Bermudas: a hellish sea for thunder, lightning and storms - Sir Walter Raleigh, 1596". So Juan
de Bermúdez found Bermuda, Sir George Somers was the founder of Bermuda and it sounds
as if Sir Walter Raleigh experienced a fair bit of floundering around Bermuda. I like to get
things straight!
Origins aside, St George's was a decidedly historical place, with many old buildings made of
Bermuda stone, originally for protection against fires and the elements. Formerly, roofs had
been patched with flammable palmetto (a fan palm), which also couldn't have offered much
protection in a hurricane. Cobblestones on the pavements were imported from Wales, so it was
somewhat fitting that as current residents of Wales, Rachel, Antoine and Léa, were walking
along them.
Léa continued to astound me, as our friendly family tour guide led us around the places of
interest. When we arrived at St Peter's Church, very familiar to me from postcards, photos and
guide books I'd seen in the past, she climbed her way enthusiastically up the famous 26 brick
steps, holding onto Rachel's and Antoine's hands. As I stood taking photos, I found it a
strangely warming sight, knowing how Alan's mother would have been delighted to see what I
was seeing right in front of me.
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St Peter's Church - David, Rachel, Léa and Antoine climb the steps

The church's history began in 1612 when a group of about 60 English settlers landed in
Bermuda. They completed a church of Bermuda cedar wood and palmetto leaves on a hill,
which soon blew down in a gale and was replaced in 1619 by a stronger building. This one's
demise was due to a hurricane in 1712, when it was replaced by a new stone church.
The church was repaired several times in the 18th century and later expanded, but in 1839 a
severe hurricane caused extensive damage. During repair, another extension and the current
26-step entrance was created, with the exterior decorated in early Victorian Gothic style. There
was no doubt that it was an intriguing and eye-catching building.
We went inside, but sadly didn't have enough time to take in the surroundings properly - but I
didn't mind, because Léa had attached herself to me and was very interested in a display of
photos concerning royal visits to Bermuda. We had quite a conversation about Queen Elizabeth
II's first visit in 1953 and Princess Diana's visit in 1982, but she didn't seem all that interested
in the Princes! She was still trying to get things straight when we moved outside hand in hand
to the church grounds, where the sun was beating down.
There were two separate graveyards, as white parishioners were buried on the east side of the
church, whereas to the west side there was a walled area for black slaves (where Léa
scampered off to look at a cat that had appeared). I was glad that a trail had been created in
Bermuda in 2001 tracing the legacy of Bermuda's slavery, as well as preserving the heritage
and culture of those belonging to the African Diaspora. A bronze plaque declared the western
graveyard was one of the places designated a UNESCO Slave Route Project and that: "For
nearly two hundred years this western extension to the church's graveyard was the burial
ground for the enslaved or free Blacks of St. George's Parish" - and it felt very fitting and right
that it all looked cared for and peaceful.
After our brief visit to the church, we passed by the Town Hall, which was originally
constructed in 1782 during British Colonial days. Still in use for civic purposes, it also contains
items of island and local history, viewable by the public. It was open, although we didn't have
time to venture inside - instead, David and the town crier, who was standing outside dressed
in what looked like an 18th century costume, hailed each other heartily and we were taken over
to be introduced. Bermuda is such a small place!
Following that encounter, we were taken to the White Horse Pub and Restaurant on the
waterfront, where David managed to secure an outdoor table underneath a canopy. It was
pleasant sitting there and the menu choice was fishily varied. I decided on a whitefish
sandwich, which came with the most delectable chips ever. Rachel, Antoine and Alan had a fish
salad, while Léa had spaghetti and David had fish chowder and conch fritters.
As we left, a re-enactment was taking place near the Town Hall, involving the town crier
conducting an 18th century trial. We couldn't stop to see it for long, but we witnessed one guy
doing penance in the stocks and a voluble woman accused of being a gossip and a nag, who
was later to be publicly punished by dunking. I would have loved to see the dunking!
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However, our own personal guide had to go to work and kindly dropped us off at the Crystal
Caves in Hamilton. We had to wait a short while until a guide was ready to take our small
group of about 15 down into the Crystal Cave. There was also a Fantasy Cave we could have
seen, but we were happy with the one cave and an entertaining tour that lasted for about 30
minutes. I couldn't help noticing that it seemed very Americanised, including the strange
pronunciation of "stal-ac-tite" and the general theatre of the presentation - but easygoing,
informative and enjoyable. Once again, Léa was exceptionally good.

Stalactites, stalagmites and clear, deep water

The cave had been discovered in 1907 when two boys were retrieving their cricket ball from
some grass and noticed a small hole that was emitting warm air and became strangely deeper
and deeper as they investigated. The owner of the property later lowered his 14-year old son
into the cave on a strong rope tied to a tree, holding a bicycle lamp to light his way.
Thankfully, our entrance today wasn't nearly as challenging, merely involving a wooden ramp
and about 80 steps, punctuated by quite a bit of dripping from above.
The cave itself is 36 metres/120 feet below ground level and formed during the Ice Age, when
many oceans froze, sea levels dropped and rain water seeped into the limestone of Bermuda,
creating hidden caves. As sea levels rose again, many cave formations that were originally
above water were submerged, as in the case of the Crystal Cave.
Having descended to the subterranean cavern, we had to wait for a few minutes as the
previous tour group returned from the shadows further ahead, as it was a one-way affair. Our
bright young male guide had a trainee guide in tow and although I found that he was beefing
up the spiel in the American way, the other members of our tour group (who seemed
American) were responding in like manner. I suddenly felt very English and reticent...
When we were free to be guided into the depths, we had plenty of time to stand and stare at
the array of stalactites (that's stal-ac-tites!) and stalagmites and the deep, clear water of Lake
Cahow within the cave complex. We walked on a pontoon bridge across the lake, which was 17
metres/55 feet deep and were exhorted not to drop anything into the water. This was a fact
that Léa picked up on and she kept discussing well into the following day why we weren't
allowed to drop anything into the water!
Some crystal formations had been unfortunately damaged by earthquakes in the distant past,
but the whole scene of stalactites descending from the ceiling and stalagmites rising from the
floor through the clear water was inspiring. The complete and utter darkness of the caves
when the guide turned off his flashlight was remarkable too - and Léa didn't bat an eyelid
(although to be fair, nobody would have seen if she had).
To be honest, the tour was shorter than I'd imagined, but it was well worth a visit. I think I've
probably been spoiled by a special expedition to the lower caves of Gibraltar back in 1979, but
it was definitely an enjoyable afternoon. A foray in the gift shop followed, after which we
headed towards the bus stop in the heat of the afternoon. Léa was chattering away as we
walked along, but once in the bus she fell asleep (as she had earlier in David's car).
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Alan and I got off the bus a stop before the others, so we could go and buy some supplies. As
before in the store, a person was there at the checkout helping us to pack, even though we
only had a few items. It seemed silly. My English reticence had obviously gained the upper
hand again. It was decidedly hot as we slogged our sweaty way back up the hill to Rosemont,
but once inside, the air-conditioning was wonderful.
The plan for the evening was for Alan and me to child-mind while Rachel and Antoine took
advantage of the unusual circumstances and went out for a meal by themselves. It all worked
very well, as we gave Léa tea at our apartment and then transferred to their apartment
(serenaded by the tree frogs) to give her a shower and put her to bed. She was very fair with
the bedtime story reading and requested both of us in turn to read to her. As it happened,
Rachel and Antoine came back not long after she'd gone to bed, since we were having so much
fun that we were a bit behind. I don't know, grandparents these days...
Wednesday 23rd May - Day 6, 27°C
I slept quite well, due to being very tired! It was an early start, as today was a fishing trip on
David's boat for Alan and Antoine. Rachel and I had declined for various reasons, including for
me being squeamish about seeing poor squirming, dying fish on the end of a hook. I wouldn't
survive in the wild, it's a fact.
We therefore had a girlie day to ourselves until about 15:00, when we would catch the ferry to
the Dockyard and be collected to go to a "fish supper" at David and Susan's, assuming they
caught some fish (but I didn't really write that). Alan and Antoine left at just gone 08:00, so
we enjoyed a pleasantly slow morning.
It was another hot and humid day, but with more cloud, as a weather system was gradually
approaching. We decided to meander down to Front Street and do a little shopping, mainly in
two shops. One of them was brilliant, with several floors including a small café and bookshop.
Léa had such a good time browsing around in there that I bought her a book - Madagascar.
We then walked back to the apartments for lunch, which we were going to eat at Rachel and
Antoine's until we discovered their toaster wouldn't work, so we transferred to ours instead.
Between us, we've done so much walking in between apartments!
After lunch we relaxed until it was time to walk down to the ferry terminal for the 15:00 ferry.
We were taken aback to see it was incredibly busy, with such a long queue that we weren't
entirely sure we'd make it on board. However, there was some room to spare on the lower
deck and although it was an older ferry and the sea was choppier, we were glad we'd made it.
Once we'd disembarked, we didn't know what else to do except pay $27 altogether to go into
the National Museum of Bermuda. I know it was a bit late in the day, but it seemed half dead
as we walked around some fortifications or ramparts, or something. There were cannons there
and we'd been given an information leaflet, but somehow it just wasn't hitting the spot.

Windy - and at a bit of a loss
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There was quite a wind blowing, so we headed inwards towards what was the 1850 Ordnance
House, a bombproof magazine for storing gunpowder. Now known as the Queen's Exhibition
Hall, it houses exhibits and information plaques about Bermuda's history. It was entirely empty
for most of the time apart from us, as was the 1853-1890 Ordnance House, now known as the
Boat Loft, when we ventured inside. The construction of this building was delayed due to a
serious epidemic of yellow fever, but today it houses many interesting boating exhibits (none
of them presumably diseased).

Rachel and Léa head towards the Boat Loft

We'd passed by the Commissioner's House, which is apparently the oldest cast iron house in
the world, built in 1820. It houses numerous collections and exhibits and it was clear that
there was no way we could do the National Museum justice in the short time we had. That
leads me to one question - why wasn't the entrance fee reduced for a late entry? Even the
Dolphin Quest area (which was fully booked for swimming with the dolphins when Rachel and
Antoine tried to book a slot) looked completely closed up?
However, it was pointless being negative about it and it was time for us to be picked up for our
fish supper anyway. We exited the museum through a strange little doorway and very shortly,
David and Antoine arrived in David's car - and they'd apparently caught some silk snappers!
On arrival at the house, we passed the time in the main room for a while, although Alan was
helping out in the kitchen as they set about preparing the fish to cook in the barbecue. Later,
we moved out into the garden behind the sea wall and Léa had a lovely time running around
on the grass and performing her special mix of dance, gymnastics and Ninja moves!
On the land across the sea from us, Gibb's Hill Lighthouse was standing tall and white - and
reminding me of my late mother-in-law again, as she'd spoken of it so many times. High white
cloud formations were slowly starting to build across the sky, but the weather remained warm
and dry. A number of yachts with different coloured sails tacked across the water in front of
the lighthouse and I almost felt I was living somebody else's life on such an idyllic evening.
The fish when it was cooked was fresh and white, served with baby potatoes and salad and
perfectly in keeping with the special evening. There was also some wine to wash it all down.
Léa didn't seem particularly interested in the fish her father had helped to catch, but she sat at
the table very well-behaved and demolished quite a few potatoes. Then she scampered off to
run and dance again, temporarily lured back by some ice cream courtesy of David. He had
become a person of high regard, not only because of the ice cream, but also because he'd
glued the tail back on her little pony...
I got up to keep her company at one point, as she kept looking at where the storm damage
had taken away the bottom part of the drive/slipway. When I explained how a storm had made
the wind blow so hard that it had made the waves come up to the drive and break it, she went
to get Mummy and Papa to come and look at it. She kept repeating what I'd said, as if to get it
straight in her mind - so much so that I hoped I hadn't perturbed her. Later, I saw her sitting
there alone as if in deep thought, gazing at the scene of destruction.
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Léa considers the enormity of the storm damage

She was excited to see the moon again as dusk began to fall and we were all being included in
a Skype call to David's sister Jan in Hawaii. It struck me how beneficial this holiday was for
Alan, who'd previously known so little of his mother's side of the family. I'd go so far as to say
it was doing us all good, for different reasons and at different levels.
However, the evening couldn't last for ever and the Skype call ended as darkness eventually
fell. Once again, David drove us back to Rosemont in Hamilton and once again Léa fell asleep,
lulled by the warm evening, the slow easy drive, the quiet conversation and the tree frogs...
Thursday 24th May - Day 7, 26°
I didn't sleep brilliantly well last night, but have known much worse. Today on waking, the sky
wasn't blue, the ground was wet and the palm trees were waving around - the weather front
had arrived as expected. We therefore had a bit of a slow morning, as Rachel was also tired
and needed to do a load of washing in the laundry. Léa stayed with us for a while and the
three of us had a lot of fun taking part in a drawing session. She was very imaginative and
discussed what she was drawing, laughing at her own artist's impression of Papa!
By about 10:00, we thought we'd take a taxi to the Aquarium, Museum and Zoo (to give it its
full title), rather than trudge along to the bus terminal in the rain. As it happened, the rain had
stopped by the time the taxi arrived, although it was rather an entertaining ride and quite
reasonably priced. The taxi driver was an exceptionally laid-back Bermudian of African
descent, who proudly announced he was 87 years of age and didn't worry about anything until
it happened (or was about to happen, presumably).
He was fond of beeping the horn, but that seemed to be a common Bermudian occurrence
done more out of courtesy to alert people than out of annoyance or anger. He told us a bit
about the route we took, including what he called the black ghetto, although the houses still
looked quite pretty to me as we passed through. Once again, Léa dozed off!
We arrived at the Aquarium, where admission was much more reasonable than the Dockyard
National Museum, with an entrance fee of $10 for adults and $5 for seniors, while under-fives
were free. First of all we took our time having a good look at all the fish and there were some
really unusual and colourful ones, notably the puddingwife fish, the parrotfish, the angelfish
and the lionfish. Taking photos of fish in aquariums seems particularly difficult, especially if the
fish are fast swimmers, but we had plenty of time. Some fish had funny names - French Grunt
particularly amused me, but I won't dwell on it.
There was quite a lot of coral in the tanks, especially brain coral, which strangely enough looks
extraordinarily like a brain. The coral islands of Bermuda that make up the archipelago are
composed of a layer of marine limestone 60 metres/200 feet thick, that caps a submerged and
thankfully extinct volcanic mountain range rising more than 4,300 metres/14,000 feet above
the ocean floor. The limestone surface is covered by a shallow layer of fertile soil. The islands
are fringed by coral reefs and have no rivers or lakes, but the soil is very porous, so there's no
problem with standing water. I do like it when there's some good, clear information to read.
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Queen angelfish and brain coral

When we were fished-out, we moseyed along to the natural history museum, where there was
again a lot of good, clear information, along with well-presented and interesting exhibits. It
was impossible to read all there was about Bermuda's volcanic beginnings, through to the Ice
Age and beyond to its early settlers and how they interacted with the evolving flora and fauna,
as well as the impact of humans and invasive species on a small, isolated island environment.
It was soon time for lunch at the Azu Beastro café, which was small but had a reasonable food
selection. We sat in the outside seating area overlooking the picturesque scenery of Harrington
Sound, which had originally been a valley supporting a freshwater swamp and palmetto forest
during the Ice Age. Léa didn't seem very interested in food, but she chose a sandwich that she
eventually ate. I was more perturbed at the many birds that were attempting to eat our
crumbs, because although they were small birds, they were also quite tame and persistent!
There was a children's play area nearby, so we spent a little while there before moving on to
the animal area. This was set out according to different regions, such as Islands of the
Caribbean, Islands of Australasia and Islands of Madagascar. It was small according to zoo
standards, but very well arranged and with plenty of interest. A large flock of Caribbean
flamingos (renamed "flingos" by Léa) that had been breeding since 1950 was impressive.
I was personally impressed by the several Galapagos tortoises, also breeding at the zoo, that
were roaming around happily in a large open area, munching at salad leaves and apples. I
wasn't nearly as impressed at the dreadful smell that seemed to be emanating from their
enclosure, for whatever reason I really don't know?!

Magnificent creature - and magnificent smell?

Wire-mesh cages covered large areas, with a walkway through the cage that allowed visitors to
interact closely with some of the animals. These for us were mostly a golden lion tamarin,
some scarlet ibis and a most inquisitive cattle egret that frightened the life out of me by
suddenly flying down from heaven knew where and landing on a wooden rail right beside me.
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When Alan bent over to photograph a Hispaniolan slider below the rail, the same egret
displayed an intense interest in Alan's hat. For a couple of minutes it eyed up the situation,
edging ever closer - while I took to my camera and thus missed the actual moment when the
egret made a lunge for the brim of his hat. This caused amusement to nearby people and also
to me (from a safe distance obviously, having used the camera's zoom function).

A cattle egret prepares for the attack

Léa seemed to like some tiny orange frogs in the reptile and amphibian section and went back
to have a second look, while I dallied by a radiated tortoise (but not in the nuclear sense). This
was a critically endangered species from Madagascar and it was so pleasing to see that the
emphasis of the whole place was on conservation and environmental education, particularly
concerning fragile island ecosystems. Altogether, a most excellent place.
We were tiring by about 14:30, so after finding items in the gift shop a little too pricey, we
wended our way to the bus stop. We had to wait for about 15 minutes, but the bus journey
back was fine as usual. The walk back to the apartments wasn't exactly fine, due to tiredness,
heat and humidity, but some cold grapes, orange juice and chocolate helped!
Rachel and Antoine popped out to buy a few supplies while we looked after Léa, before we had
a glass of wine together and Alan cooked the rest of yesterday's fish. I must come clean and
confess I had filled pasta along with Léa, but the others said the fish was lovely. I did wash the
fishy dishes for them, though ☺
Léa was tired, so we all said goodnight on the early side. There was nothing on the television
that I wanted to look at, so I took advantage of some quiet time to read my book - holiday
reading being The Girl under the Olive Tree by Leah Fleming, which I was really enjoying.
Underneath the palm trees, the tree frogs were at it in full throttle...
Friday 25th May - Day 8, 26°C
I seemed to sleep the sleep of pure exhaustion last night, but still felt tired on waking for the
day at 06:30 - too much excitement, obviously. It was another day of sun and cloud, but the
palm trees weren't blowing around nearly as much. I'd realised that Bermuda Day was actually
being celebrated today, as although it used to be celebrated on the 24th May, it's now
celebrated on the last Friday in May.
It was not only Bermuda Day, but also the day of the family get-together arranged by David
and Susan at their house and I was a little apprehensive. The plan was for us to catch the ferry
to the Dockyard and meet up with David, who would first of all show us around the parish of
Sandys, where Alan's mother, grandmother and great grandparents had lived.
As we arrived at Front Street on our way to catch the ferry, we saw people congregated on the
street and it looked as if a race was underway - a half marathon perhaps - because I can't
imagine anyone running a full marathon in the heat of a Bermuda day! However, we didn't
have time to linger, as the ferry was due. It was the slower one, but it was almost empty
compared to Wednesday's sardine packing.
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Two cruise ships were in when we arrived at the Dockyard and David would have to go to work
in the afternoon when they were due to leave. For the morning though, we met him at about
11:00 and he took us to see where Alan's mother and her family had lived, worked, played and
died (some of them). First of all we drove by the building that had once been Trimingham's,
the store where Alan's mother and her aunt had worked. It was becoming easier to imagine
Alan's mother's life before she moved to England, but it was still quite a cultural leap. I had no
idea how she hadn't pined away completely for her homeland.
Our next stop was the family home at East Cliff in East Shore Road - I still remember well the
address where we used to write to Alan's grandmother at East Cliff Cottage, which I always felt
was a romantic sounding address. It lived up to its name in a sort of miniature way, as it was
smaller than in my imagination. The original homestead had been big enough to house a large
family, but a smaller additional house had been built later in front, to accommodate various
family members. It was in quite a rural setting with a small road in front.
Leading up from this road were some steep steps, about 15 of them in an advancing state of
disrepair, with several of them partially disintegrating. They were still negotiable, so we
carefully climbed them and Alan was able to set eyes for the first time ever on the home where
his mother and grandmother used to live. It was somebody else's house now, so we couldn't
linger or be intrusive, but it felt good even to me, to be standing there in the heat of the day,
underneath the blue Bermudian sky, with Bermudian scents and sounds all around us.

The old home of Alan's mother and grandmother

We walked back down the steps and then up a side road beside the property, that led us to the
original homestead. Again, it was occupied by the current owner, but it felt very special to
know that Alan's great grandfather and his family had lived there. We looked out to the view
they would have seen from their house, with red hibiscus where we stood and out past white
ridged roofs and palm trees to the shore and the sea beyond. An enchanting place indeed.
Our next destination was Mangrove Bay, because although we'd already been to the boat club
there, it hadn't exactly clicked with us where it was and Alan wanted a closer look anyway. As
it happened, the store where Alan's grandmother used to work was nearby. Today it's a large,
handsome pink building on Mangrove Bay Road that's given over to several outlets, but it had
once been a 'dry goods store' selling all sorts of wares such as pots, pans and clothing.
According to family hearsay, its owner Mr Patterson had been very kind to Alan's grandmother,
who was left bringing up his mother as a single parent, after her husband had disappeared
from the scene. I believe Mr Patterson's 'kindness' took the form of financial and practical aid
and I can still hear Alan's mum talking about "Mr Padderson" with her American twang.
Twangs aside, Mangrove Bay itself was a small and picturesque tranquil bay, favoured for
swimming, snorkelling and sailing. There seemed to be a lack of facilities, although shops and
restaurants were only a short walk away in Somerset Village (and I heard Alan's mum talk a
lot about Somerset too, so much so that I always thought it was one of Bermuda's parishes).
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In one small inlet, Léa noticed some broken glass on the beach and spent quite a lot of time
talking about naughty people who'd had a drink from a bottle and then thrown the bottle on
the beach instead of taking it home or recycling it. After discussing this baffling aspect of
human nature with Rachel, she then ran it past me, clearly trying to understand why someone
would behave in that way. I have every hope she'll become a worthy ambassador for Planet
Earth - storm damage; the Crystal Cave water; glass on beaches - it was all adding up ☺

Rachel and Léa discuss environmental issues at Mangrove Bay

After driving past schools that Alan's mother would probably have attended and other places of
family interest, we were taken to David and Susan's house for the social gathering, which was
due to start at 14:00. Preparations were well underway, with a small marquee set up outside
and chairs placed around the outdoor table. David and Susan had both gone to a great deal of
trouble and for this, I felt truly thankful to them, knowing how much it meant to Alan. Rachel
was also eager to meet members of her extended family unknown up until now - it was a
significant and meaningful occasion.
Although Rachel and Antoine had brought a cheese sandwich for Léa, to keep the hunger
wolves at bay, a lot of food appeared on site. As well as items such as bread rolls and potato
salad, David collected some of his favourite fish chowder and other cooked food from a place
at the Dockyard, including wahoo fish bites - of which I had several, not least because I loved
the name! Wahoo!
More food also appeared along with three cousins - Linda Jean, Margaret and Sandra. Another
male cousin was unable to come because he was in hospital with an infected leg after a boat
accident. A slightly later arrival was David's daughter Becky and her son Travis, so quite a few
introductions took place on that warm, expansive, familial afternoon.
The three female cousins had clubbed together to present Alan with a lovely hard-back book of
Bermuda, which was a very thoughtful gesture. A large pile of old family photos had also been
brought along, which kept the memories flowing freely amid a certain amount of laughter. It's
true that I was out of my social comfort zone, but everyone was very friendly and it was all
easygoing and informal. Léa amused herself a lot of the time by running and dancing around,
or playing with a ball, or going to look at the storm damage.
The hours actually passed quite quickly until about 18:00, when all the guests had left and we
were exhorted to stay and help David and Susan eat some more food. Léa was still very much
on the go, making up games to play with whoever was available at the time. I think she loved
the freedom of the open space and the surroundings.
However, the day was slowly transforming into twilight and so we took our leave of Susan and
were once again driven back to Rosemont by David, under a prettily pink and purple tinged
sky. The water was calm and the tree frogs were in full song, now a very familiar sound. As we
drove along Front Street, plenty of people were still out celebrating Bermuda Day, with music
playing loudly. Léa had fallen asleep...
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Saturday 26th May - Day 9, 26°C
I slept reasonably well, but not for long enough. For a few days I've noticed bags under my
eyes, but only standard handbag size, not man-size travelling bags - yet. It was another sunny
and cloudy morning, due to become hotter. David had volunteered to take us to Gibb's Hill
Lighthouse and maybe some other places, but we needed to catch the 09:00 ferry to the
Dockyard to meet him from his job of helping to dock an incoming cruise ship. We were on
time, the ferry was on time, but the cruise ship was delayed. However, we met in the end!
First of all, he took us to Fort Scaur in Somerset, on Bermuda's highest hill top. It had been
built in the 1870s in a way that made it hardly visible from the sea. As an inland fort built to
defend any land-based attacks from the south shore, the idea had been to protect the Royal
Naval Dockyard. There were subterranean passages and dungeons and the inquisitive Léa
persuaded her parents to go down a dungeon that was open to the public. Unsurprisingly, they
re-emerged into the growing heat of the day saying it was dank and smelly down there.
The views from the fort were expansive, although the photos I took didn't really do them
justice. We only had a short time to appreciate the fort, but it looked to be a large area of
parkland with trails and picnic areas. A lizard was spotted and also a green chrysalis, or cocoon
as Léa exclaimed when she saw it. David thought it would probably take a few days to change
into a butterfly, so we didn't hang around.
There was also an amusing Bermuda weather stone, with confident proclamations such as if
the stone is dry it's not raining, or if the stone is jumping up and down, there's an earthquake.
Fortunately, the stone was still. I decided I liked Bermudian humour!
We were taken next to a parking spot overlooking the small beach and wonderful turquoise
water of Church Bay in Southampton Parish. This was apparently a favourite beach for
snorkelling, due to a shallow network of reefs close to the shore that sheltered the bay from
ocean waves and naturally gave rise to an abundance of marine life. The air was very still and
it seemed even hotter.
Our next stop was the one I most wanted to visit, namely Gibb's Hill Lighthouse. I'm not
entirely sure why, except it sticks out in my memory as being so frequently mentioned by
Alan's mum. It also figured prominently on the tablecloth that she would bring out and use at
many family mealtimes, so I suppose it achieved a sort of reminiscent fondness in my mind.
Rachel also remembered the tablecloth, although what happened to it heaven only knows. It
probably wore very thin due to all its use over the years!

Gibb's Hill Lighthouse
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Still within Southampton Parish, we arrived at the car park and headed straight towards the
white, magnificent looking structure dominating the landscape and contrasting dramatically
against the blue sky. Standing on a hill, the base of the lighthouse is 74.7 metres/245 feet
above sea level and achieves a height of 35.6 metres/117 feet. Its lamp had first been lit in
1846 and had unsurprisingly reduced the number of ships wrecked on the treacherously
hidden reefs around Bermuda.
It was one of the first lighthouses in the world to be made of cast iron, mainly because at that
time, steel wasn't able to be bent. In subsequent years, the whole system of lighting was
automated and now runs on electricity, with a light beam that can be seen by shipping 40
miles away and by aircraft over 100 miles away.
Today though, as we entered the gift shop to pay our $2.50 fee to climb the lighthouse, it
became apparent that it wasn't safe or advisable for Léa to climb the 185 steps to the top. It
was a shame, but Alan and I had no idea as we entered the lighthouse and began to climb,
that the poor soul would be so disappointed. I suspect Rachel was disappointed too, as she
stayed at ground level with Antoine and David, while Léa apparently cried rather a lot 
As we ascended, there were floors on which to step off the stairway if desired, housing small
exhibits about how the tower was built and information about the history of Bermuda. Alan
just went for it, straight up in one go, while I took advantage once or twice of a minor rest.
Not too far behind him, I emerged out onto the circular balcony at the top and experienced a
mild sensation of vertigo that lasted only for a couple of seconds. It seemed a long way up and
it was truly magnificent!
There was a 360° view of the west end as far as the Dockyard, the south shore horizons,
Hamilton harbour and many homes, fields and wonderful seascapes. There was so much to
look at! A few other people were up there with us, but not too many to make taking photos
difficult. I felt very privileged to be standing there in the lofty heights of Gibb's Hill Lighthouse
with its vantage point of the layout of Bermuda. I was just sorry that it wasn't an experience
being shared by Rachel, Antoine and Léa.

A breathtaking view from Gibb's Hill Lighthouse

We knew David had to be at work at a certain time, so didn't linger in the small gift shop after
descending and were soon on our way to Horseshoe Bay. As David kindly dropped us in the car
park at the bottom (rather than leave us to make our way down the stepped wooden
boardwalk at the top), we saw it was a great deal more crowded than our first visit, which was
after all only to be expected on a Bank Holiday Saturday.
There was a long queue for an umbrella and it felt burning hot on the beach while Antoine
stood in the queue. I knew I wouldn't be able to stay there all that long, but I wanted Rachel
and Antoine to have the chance to swim in the sea again while Alan and I looked after Léa.
She still seemed a bit subdued by her lighthouse disappointment, but Rachel and Antoine
thought that since it was lunchtime, she might be hungry. The three of them went to suss out
the café and came back later saying she'd had some chips and was fine again.
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Alan had gone for another swim in the Sargasso Sea while they'd been away, but I'd just come
equipped to paddle my feet, which I did later. I knew I might at some point regret not
swimming while in Bermuda, but I don't think I would have enjoyed it with so many people
around. It was crowded, noisy and hot and more people kept arriving. It seemed mainly a
young person's scene really, with music blaring out over the beach.

Bank Holiday in Bermuda!

Rachel and Antoine went to have their swim, so I felt better about that. However, after eating
some biscuits I had in my bag to keep body and soul together, Alan and I said au revoir and
made our way out through the hordes of people and along to the stepped wooden boardwalk
for the long slog up to the bus stop. Maybe I'm no longer a beach person!
There were several people at the bus stop, but it was OK until some women came along and
pushed in, one of them standing right in front of Alan and hitting him with her rucksack. He'd
already been all but hit by a big guy with a large rucksack coming up the wooden boardwalk,
so he'd had enough. Fortunately, when the crowded bus arrived, he was offered a seat by an
obliging young man who said he was going to get off at the next stop.
The drive back was a bit hot and tedious in an older bus than we'd previously used, but the
walk up to the apartment was worse. I slowed right down in the heat, especially for the last
push up the hill at the end. We decided to take it easy for the rest of the day, as energy levels
were clearly low - and if the last few paragraphs are anything to go by, age was taking its toll!
Rachel and Léa popped by later to say they'd had to wait ages for a bus and would we like to
eat with them in their apartment that evening. It was very much a using up odds and ends
mealtime, which was quite a feat of timing with all of us having different things. We left at
about 19:50, carrying random items such as bowls, two over-ripe bananas, a slice of cake on a
plate and half a bottle of wine. The tree frogs were in full swing, going for it with gusto.
Sunday 27th May - Day 10, 27°
I slept quite well last night and also for longer, as we went to bed at 21:00. I simply couldn't
stay awake! It was another blue-skied morning with a few white clouds and since we've had to
be on time a fair bit lately, we had a leisurely breakfast time.
Rachel, Antoine and Léa wanted to try going to the beach earlier in the day, so Alan and I
decided to have a stroll around Hamilton with our cameras. It was hot, but there were far
fewer people around on a Sunday morning, which made it easier to stop at several places
along the way and take photo memories of what we knew would be a holiday we'd always
remember with great warmth (which had nothing to do with the heat).
It sounds fanciful to say I'd felt a connection with Alan's mum ever since we landed at the
airport on that first evening nine days previously, especially as we weren't particularly close
when she'd been alive, but I couldn't stop thinking how elated she'd be to know we were
experiencing Bermuda, her homeland - especially having linked up so successfully with some
of her family descendents. Some things in life just feel right.
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Every time we'd walked to Front Street we'd passed a very pretty hotel fronted by a wonderful
oleander bush and as it happened, one of Bermuda's pink buses was parked in front of the
hotel - looking like a toy bus in the photo due to the perspective, but it had to be done.

The posh hotel we didn't stay in - spot the bus!

Later as we strolled along Front Street, it seemed strange to see hardly any people or traffic in
front of Gosling Brothers Limited, the esteemed rum store. I finally took a photo of the famous
birdcage, in which a police officer used to stand directing traffic in days gone by. Alan's mother
again sprang to mind, having once proudly possessed an ornament of the peculiarly Bermudian
structure that would frequently come out to be shown to unsuspecting visitors.

Birdcage left and blue Gosling Brothers Limited

We discovered the gift shop we'd intended to visit didn't open until later, so we strolled along a
little more, stopping to watch the ferry start on its way to the Dockyard. It was becoming even
hotter, so we decided to return to the air-conditioned apartment, where we chilled on the
shaded balcony with our books and a free coffee from the office. We also ate lunch consisting
of a cheese wrap and other odds and ends on the balcony, feeling very relaxed, almost as if we
were on holiday or something.
Our afternoon plan was a kind of pilgrimage to the Swizzle Inn at St George's, as Douglas had
been fond of regaling us with proud stories of his rum swizzle feat there on his last visit. Alan
had been saying for some time that he wanted to go to the Swizzle Inn and raise a glass to
Douglas, so this was our last chance, despite having passed the place several times since our
first drive from the airport to Hamilton.
He consulted the bus timetable and saw there were a few choices, so once again we made our
slow, hot way to the bus terminal and saw a number 3 bus waiting there. Alan checked with
the driver, who confirmed that number 3 was the correct route for the Swizzle Inn and we sat
down with great relief in the air-conditioning. It was another pleasant drive past interesting
buildings and captivating scenery, mainly beaches, coves and the blue and turquoise sea.
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However, when we reached a suspiciously familiar point, Alan felt sure we were heading in the
wrong direction and he was right! Instead of arriving at St George's, we found ourselves at the
Dockyard, at the other end of Bermuda. To say Alan was disappointed was an understatement.
He spoke to the bus driver, who said that the bus had indeed been a number 3 at the bus
terminal when we'd arrived and sat inside, but he'd then changed it to a number 8 and had
neglected to tell us. He apologised and said it was his mistake, which didn't exactly help...
The bus wasn't due to leave the Dockyard to return to Hamilton for another half hour, so
instead of hanging around disconsolately, our other option was to catch the ferry that was
about to leave. This involved an unflattering semi-run cum power-walk in the burning heat, but
we managed to make it with about a minute to spare. Alan then spent the entire journey back
coming to terms with the fact that it simply hadn't been meant to happen.
I floated the idea that Douglas would have been chortling into his rum swizzle at the mishap
and maybe it was his way of reminding Alan that it's better to lighten up and laugh more at
life. It was also very possible that Douglas would have made a most groan-worthy joke about
it all being a swizzle. At the end of the day (or by about 15:30 at that time), it meant we'd had
the benefit of an air-conditioned ride around Bermuda for one and a half hours!
After calling in at the souvenir shop that had been shut earlier that morning, we strolled along
the front before heading back up to the apartment, catching sight of Rachel, Antoine and Léa
on their way back from the beach. Antoine was carrying a sleeping Léa, who'd succumbed on
the bus journey again. They said they'd had a lovely time on a different area of beach at
Horseshoe Bay, which had a smaller cove with shallow water that was ideal for children.

A view on our way back to the apartment

After a restful hour or so, we gathered ourselves together for an evening meal with David and
Susan, having arranged to meet them at Portofino Restaurant in the wonderfully named
Bermudiana Road, just off Front Street. The seating was a little cramped and a woman
(presumably) at the next table was asphyxiating me with Chanel No. 5, but it was good to be
out and about, experiencing more of Bermuda on our last evening.
Léa was brilliant, even when the food was slow to arrive and it was past her bedtime - Rachel
maintained that the naps in cars and buses had helped her throughout the holiday! She was
relaxed and happy (and occupied with ice cubes) while everyone ate their meals. Alan had
opted for a small portion, but it was still a bit much for him. We're not the biggest of eaters!
Having said goodnight to David and Susan, we began our walk back to the apartments. Léa
was holding my hand and chattering incessantly about all sorts, including the moon, the lights,
a bright star, her magic eyes and the tree frogs - and then we saw one. It had hopped out
from some undergrowth and was sitting on a low wall, looking at us. It was so tiny, yet
capable of such noise! I think we were all delighted it had appeared on our last evening.
Léa was still talking enthusiastically about life, the universe and why the frog hadn't had red
eyes, as we made our way up the hill and into the Rosemont apartments...
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Monday 28th May - Day 11, 27°C
Our last morning in Bermuda and I felt a little ropey after a not very brilliant night - or else the
thought of flying home was encroaching. We were supposed to check out of our apartments
before lunchtime, but when Alan asked if there was anywhere we might be able to leave our
cases until pick-up time at 17:15, he was told that because our apartment had no immediate
incoming guests, we could use it until we left. Rachel, Antoine and Léa could put their cases
with ours, so we had the best part of another day ☺
After packing, we all walked down to Front Street for the last time on yet another beautiful
morning to make last-minute purchases such as fridge magnets, a book about a tree frog for
Léa and an orange shell bracelet that Léa wanted to buy for Rachel (which was rather sweet of
her, even though she wouldn't be paying!) It felt even hotter than usual walking back up the
hill to Rosemont for the last time. To think it becomes even hotter in July and August!
After some lunch and finalising more of the accursed packing, we all went to the pool for the
last time - well, the first time for Alan and me, although we didn't go in the water. It was in a
delightful setting and we were the only ones there, so we were very content to lounge on the
loungers (as you do), taking photos of Rachel, Antoine and Léa having fun in the water. Léa
seems pretty much a water babe, adoring swimming with Papa. Even when she forgot to hold
on to the noodle float and sank a little, she came up spluttering and smiling with glee ☺

Last dip!

The time to depart came ever closer, so we went back to the apartment to sort ourselves out.
Soon we were saying farewell forever to the Rosemont Guest Suites and awaiting our lift to the
airport, which appeared exactly on time. I noticed a bougainvillea bush was starting to flower
and was sad that I wouldn't see it in all its glory. I felt a little pull of regret to know I would
never set eyes again on the 'moongate' outside the apartments, where a notice invited
honeymooners to step through and make a wish. It amused me that a Bermudian pragmatic
add-on declared if you weren't a honeymooner, you could wish anyway!

Make a wish?
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I'd become fascinated by the moongates made of local limestone that I'd seen dotted around
and wished I'd taken more photos of them. They were clearly a Bermudian custom, as I'd
noticed at least one being incorporated into a new building. I wondered about their origin and
it seems that a local sea captain had brought back plans for one after being inspired by a visit
to a Chinese garden. There are now at least 40 of them, although they differ slightly from the
Chinese version by often being left free-standing, or attached to a low wall.
Such were my musings as we drove through the rush-hour traffic in the warm taxi with the
windows down and no air-conditioning. It felt strange to know it was the last time I would be
breathing the humid Bermudian air, or seeing the white corrugated roofs on the pretty pastelcoloured dwellings and all the striking palm trees, with the ocean never very far away.
After about 35 minutes, we arrived at St George's airport and set about checking in our cases.
Being so much smaller than Gatwick, it was easy and we were soon sitting in the café there
with a cold drink and some French fries. David and Susan came along to say goodbye, which
was really very good of them, after all they'd done to make our holiday such a brilliant one.
They stayed and whiled away the time with us until we were called through to the departure
lounge. Some things are priceless and what they did to reconcile some old family wounds for
Alan is beyond compare. Alan's mum would have been speechless with joy ... maybe!
After we'd bought our black rum and rum cake in the duty-free shop, there was a short wait
until boarding. This time there was no delay for take-off at 20:15 and so the next 6½ hours
were spent watching the minutes go by, with no sleep for me, the self-confessed aerophobe the effects of the self-hypnosis CD I'd listened to so many times before leaving England
seemed to have worn off somewhat 
We arrived safely at Gatwick early on a drizzly morning with a temperature of 14°C, so it was
back home once again to life as we know it. After saying au revoir to Rachel, Antoine and Léa,
I must confess to feeling rather sad that the whole experience had ended. We'd all shared such
an exceptional time and it wouldn't have been the same without them at all, seeing the sights
of Bermuda for the first and probably last time.
My knowledge of the island had grown, although of course Bermuda is actually an archipelago
of seven main islands, with 170 or so additional named rocks and islets. It's approximately 40
kilometres/24 miles long and on average is less than 1.6 kilometres/1 mile wide. Apart from
that sort of knowledge, though, my feeling for Bermuda had grown.
It was no longer just the place where Alan's mother had been born, it was a living, breathing,
culturally diverse, most beautiful place, with its own history and philosophy of life. It was a
special place in my heart of pink(ish) sand, turquoise sea, palm trees, pretty houses and
moongates. It had hibiscus hedges, oleander, bougainvillea, kiskadee birds, lizards and tree
frogs. I knew it also had hurricanes and financial problems. I knew that the white corrugated
limestone roofs were a pain to maintain - but for me it was a place where Alan's family's past
had met the present in a healing way and our time with his family there had made precious
memories beyond compare. I also knew in the most extraordinary way that I was really going
to miss those astonishing little tree frogs!
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